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NORTH--'SOUTH TRADE AND BASIC NEEDS
This paper examines the role of the international market in mediating
North-South relations and analyzes how the market works in distributing
the gains from trade. It is argued that the international market does not
always provide an adequate engine of growth for the South if that region
specializes in labor-intensive products . The South's export sector must be
carefully balanced with other domestic sectors to avoid harming the
economy as a whole. Any excessive expansion of labor-intensive exports
or raw materials, even if accompanied by an expansion in international
demand, may affect domestic markets and the distribution of income in
the South in ways that conflict: with sustainable development, especially
when this is measured in terms of the satisfaction of basic. needs for the
majority of the population . The conditions under which this may occur
are quite general. They are consistent with perfect market behavior but
require that important features of the North-South relationship, includ-
ing differential characteristics of technologies and factor markets in the
two regions, be introduced into the analysis ._ The paper suggests alter-
natives to export-led policies, which balance domestic. and international
sectors of the_ South's economy and are conducive- to sustained develop-
ment and the satisfaction of basic needs. ~An".appendix provides a model
of North-South trade- that has been econometrically tested for the . trade
between Sri Lanka and the UK. The appendix also includes a computer
program for. simulating the model and sample computer runs that repro-
duce, in practical terms, the model trade policies discussed in the paper.
The concept of basic needs has received widespread attention in the
development literature over the last ten years, since its introduction in the
early seventies in the Bariloche Model. This model was produced in the
Fundacion Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina over the period 1972-76,
under the auspices of the International Development Research Center of
Canada; see e-g . Herrera et aL (1977) and Chichilnisky (1977b). The
model was first presented at IIASA in 1975, at a conference chaired by
Tjalling Koopmans:_-The - model itself, and its introduction of the satisfac-
*This research was supported. . by the- International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria, and by the. US National Science Foundation under Grant
:`No. SES 7914050.
-'-. tCoiumbia University, New York and United Nations Institute for Training and
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tion, of: basi needs as : a goal of development has been subsequently
discussedhby--' everal authors; see e.g . Nordhaus (1975), Streeten (1978),
and_.Hopkins et al . (1976) . , In 1976 the basic needs concept was
brought,.to the attention of the wider international development commu-
nity'during the World Employment Conference of the International Labor
Organization (ILO) . A number of papers and books studying basic needs
development strategies followed : see e .g . Richards and Leonor (1982) .
These refined and extended the ideas introduced in the Bariloche Model,
which defined a basic needs development strategy as one aiming for
minimum levels of per capita consumption of food, shelter, education
and health . The Bariloche Model explored whether the goal of satisfying
basic needs was within the reach of the developing countries, within their
existing constraints on resources and population. The answer was positive
but qualified : many reforms appeared to be needed for regions such as
Africa to reach this goal . The model simulated these reforms, planning
development paths to reach these goals under different scenarios and for
different regions of the world. However, because of the model's large
scale, these economic plans were highly aggregated and left large areas of
economic behavior unexplained. For instance, little attention was paid to
domestic or international market behavior .
Markets are-powerful economic forces in developing and industrial
countries alike- - In - particular, the international market has become
an increasingly powerful force in the- world economy ; even affecting
those countries with . a certain - degree of central planning, following the
unprecedented growth of international trade from 1945 to the mid 1970s . 1
Large segments of the GDP of industrial and developing countries are
now linked to international markets.
Yet in spite of the increasing degree of internationalization of our
economies, the concept of basic needs has been essentially viewed in
much of the literature as a domestic issue. The Bariloche model discussed
basic needs in the international context, but did not analyze in . detail the
impact of international markets on the satisfaction of basic needs, since
it was fundamentally a planning model. The studies an basic needs stra-
tegies that followed the Bariloche work have focused mostly on domestic
policies; and little has been said about the connection between basic needs
and the international policies of developing countries . However, the inter-
national policies of an economy play a significant role in determining the
level. to which basic needs can be satisfied domestically .
This paper examines the,missing link between international policies
and basic needs policies,- by discussing. alternative trade theories and
exploring the policies that each suggests for encouraging the satisfaction
of basic needs in a developing economy. The Appendix provides compu-
'See for example Project Reports I (1978) and II (1980) of the UNITAR Project
on Technology Distribution and North-South Relations, UNITAR, New York 10017,
USA.
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ter simulations of a model of North-South trade and examines in practical
terms the impacts of exports on domestic consumption, investment,
employment, and wages . We find that in some cases the expansion of
trade is favorable to the satisfaction of basic needs but in other cases it is
not. We encounter results that may seem contrary to existing notions of
gains from trade and advantages derived from international specialization
We also question the effectiveness of the international market in trans-
mitting growth from one region to another: we show that an industrial
expansion of the North may lead to a new market equilibrium with a
larger volume of exports from the South, but may at the same time reduce
export revenues and the level of industrialization in the South . Moreover,
this increase in exports may be associated with a worsening of the distri-
bution of income within the south. Under such conditions, then, "export-
led" development strategies are not favorable to the satisfaction of basic
needs nor to wider development objectives . There is, therefore, a need
for policy measures that correct such conditions before gains from trade
can be assured, and we discuss alternatives to export-led policies that may
be preferable until these conditions are corrected. These alternatives
involve a more balanced view of . development that relies on domestic
markets as well as the international market and concentrates on raising
domestic productivity in-crucial sectors of the economy .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
the standard neoclassical development and trade literature, which provides
the intellectual support for much of current development policy in the
North and South, as well as in the major international financial institu-
tions . It presents also a summary of criticisms of this body of thought,
including some that accept the basic paradigm, but seek .to cope with
anomalies, and others that reject the basic paradigm altogether . Section
3 outlines a North-South model which we developed and tested econo-
metrically in the context of a UNITAR project,'- and which is presented
formally in the Appendix. This model remains within the framework of
perfectly competitive markets, though it introduces into this framework
assumptions that could be considered more realistic, and that are in part
suggested by some of the critical literature reviewed in the second section
Section 4 discusses the main results. We conclude with some policy
inferences and recommendations . An Appendix summarizes the theoreti-
cal structure of the model and discusses several empirical illustrations .
2. A Brief Survey of Trade Theory
The impact. of international markets on the functioning of domestic
economies is now generally acknowledged. However; recognition of this
impact within the industrial economies is rather recent; it largely emerged
due to the changes that took place during the seventies in the international
'See for example James and Pearce (1958) and Samuelson (1962) .
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Figure 1 . Gains from trade and specialization : output, prices, and
welfare in isolation and with trade. In Figure 1 Y is the production
possibility frontier of one. region, the South: it represents the
combination of basic goods B and industrial goods I that it could
produce. In isolation, this region maximizes welfare on the pro-
duction possibility set Y reaching the level Wt . When trade is
opened prices change and welfare can be maximized over all
income available, which now includes export revenues . The new
(after trade) budget set Z for the region is in general larger than
Y; therefore a higher level of welfare WZ can be achieved with free
trade. The tangential intersection of the welfare surface W, with
the production set Ydetermines the output of goods B and I in
equilibrium before trade,. and their relative price is given by the
tangent line T. When international trade is opened, the price of
the labor-intensive good B increases, and at the new prices S the
budget for the country is given by the triangular set Z. Note that
after trade basic goods are relatively more valuable than before,
and more B is produced : the output of B increases from B' to Bz.
More labor is employed at the new prices since B is labor-inten-
sive . Wages can be shown to increase with an increase in the price
of B (see the Appendix) . The country specializes in and exports B,
it imports I, and it is better off after trade since it consumes more
of both . In any case, the welfare level after trade, Wz, is larger
than that before trade, W, .
Vol. 4, No . 4 (1989)
which the labor=rich region .specializes in labor-intensive goods, . and the
capital-rich region in capital-intensive goods . Note that, . as wages in the
South increase through free trade, . the relative advantage of the South also
decreases as trade-. proceeds_ This theory, therefore, predicts that relative
advantages tend to disappear with continued trade, and that the inter-
national division_ of labor is a temporary, even self-destructing, phenome-
non. Whatever inequalities are. introduced by it are predicted to be purely
temporary; `in
	
the . long run the world economy is expected to
towards a more equal state. Figure 2 illustrates these points .
Abroad,
in isolation
Price of expcrtables B
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Equilibrium abroad,
" in isolation (no Domestic
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in isolation (no exports)
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International market-
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Demand from
international market
Figure 2. Factor price equalization effects of trade. In Figure 2, the
left-hand diagram describes the relationship of the (relative) price of
the exportable good B with the wage-rental ratios wlr . Since the
exportable good is more labor intensive, as its price increases, so
does the wage-rental ratio. The right-hand diagram shows the possible
equilibrium values of exports and imports of the South and the
North . In isolation, the equilibrium quantity of exports at home is
zero, and the price is the domestic price pd. Similarly, the equili-
brium price abroad is p, in isolation. When international trade
opens, an international trade equilibrium price p* is reached, and
the quantity of exports equals Q* . At price p*, the new equilibrium
wage rental ratio is (wlr)*, which is larger than the isolation wage
rental before-trade at home (wlr)d, and smaller than the wage rental
before trade abroad (wlr)° . Factor prices and prices of commodities
equate in the trade equilibrium and improve the wage-rental ratio in
the South to (wlr)' .
move
The results on gains from trade and specialization and on factor-price
equalization have been powerful enough to shape most formalized think-
ing on the theory of trade and international economic relations. They
have also permeated policy thinking in a pervasive manner. -
However, it is becoming increasingly clear that there are several factors
that have not been considered in these theories, and which may have a
striking effect orr market behavior. Moreover, concerns have arisen about
the general validity- of policy thinking based only on Heckscher-Ohlin
theory .
It is generally, acknowledged that this theory has not provided an ade-
quate explanation for- a-salient feature of the postwar period (1945-1970) .
During this period, the^ volume of' international trade increased in an
historically unprecedented fashion', while wealth differences and the
'For .a discussion of the unprecedented postwar increase in international trade, see
for example Chichilnisky (1982) .
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division of labor between the North and the South increased significantly.¢
Furthermore, the distribution of income within the South did not
improve during this period- 5 Neither the results on gains from trade and
specialization nor those on factor-price equalization seem consistent with
these facts. Of course, exogenous historical explanations could be invoked,
but this would amount to an implicit recognition of the limited explana-
tory powers of the theory .
A number of alternative explanations have been proposed for the
striking developments in the world economy during the period 1945-1970 .
However, these have not produced a body of formalized theory with the
rigor of the neoclassical theory. Therefore, they have lacked policy utility
and have not carried as much conviction as the neoclassical theory .
The most significant representatives of these alternative theories can
be grouped according to the weights that their analysis assigns to market
vs . nonmarket factors . l a general, those that assign more weight to
markets tend to offer a higher degree of formalization or quantification.
Significant representatives of the analysis that focuses primarily on mar-
kets are R. Prebisch and W. A. Lewis . Both emphasize the dangers of over-
reliance on international markets as an "engine of growth" for the South.
Prebisch gave a variety of market-related explanations for North-South
inequalities, perhaps the best known being his work on the deterioration
of the secular terms of trade between products exported by the industrial
countries and those exported by the "periphery" (Prebisch 1950, 1959) .
Prebisch's analysis is based on the premise that the demand for raw
materials and labor-intensive products rises less than the demand for
industrial products as incomes rise . Thus, over time, the relative prices of
products exported by the South must decrease . Prebisch's work has led to th-e
emergence of what are now widely known as import-substitution policies
in Latin America. Lewis (1952, 1977) has contributed a wide range
of powerful insights into the economic relationships between the ,North
and the South, the most celebrated set of ideas emerging from his model
of developing economies with unlimited supplies of labor and the deter-
mination of what he refers to as "factoral terms of trade" for North-South
trade . Lewis assumes that labor supply in the South is infinitely elastic
and thus that the level of employment is determined solely by demand .
The real wage is pegged to the subsistence level, and terms of trade bet-
ween the two regions are determined by their respective levels of labor
productivity in agriculture . Lewis' analysis leads him to conclude that-
export-led "policies may have a limited value for the South, that the growth
of the North is not necessarily linked positively with the growth . of South,
and that there is a need for an endogenous "engine of growth" within
the South .
'For a discussion . of increases in North-South differentials during this period see
Chichilnisky (1982) .
'See Chichilnisky (1982) .
-Th*e:"d~p-ende?icid,.theo~,y.-i~'L4tii:L .'1003erfcal :iormeme of whose-- represents-.tea . ;, ; ;'-
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explanations ~of -underdevelopment based: on
post-Marxist power relations with an . analysis of markets .,_ These- theories
hadlitile: -or no formalization, and. therefore. could not be used for policy
foriaUlati6n . 6 A central theme in these: studies is the: impact of a . "foreign
industrialized sector" on the rest of the economy of a developing country.
This foreign sector is associated with technologies, market demand
structures, and distributions of income, i.e . with patterns of development
which reinforce the dependence of the developing economies on the
economies of the center . Finally, a number of other authors have largely
disregarded the behavior of the market as having insignificant, explanatory
power, and have addressed themselves instead to the power structure of
classes and to certain historical developments of capitalism, such as
accumulation of capital within and between the industrial and developing
regions . Among this last group, the most significant are the Marxist
economists A. : Emmanuel. and S . Amin, neither of whom sought to for-
malize their assumptions or results .
Formalized . economic theory allows for-more accurate empirical testing,
and also : for=-they evaluation: of alternative policies . Perhaps even more
importantly; f6r-m- alizatibn -allows for more - consistent- "thinking through" .
of ideas- Formalized -theories can therefore: brow, disperse, and frequently
be applied . better - than -nonformalized ones-.
Another advantage of formalizati6n -'is . that - it allows one to compare,
in a precise manner, the assumptions of different theories, so that the
discrepancies in their results can be explored with precision. This can
improve the level of the analysis and help - clarify the validity of the results.
With this understanding we decided, within our UNITAR project, to
develop a body of formalized theory that could be helpful in analyzing
some of the stylized facts of development and trade that appear to defy
explanation by the existing formalized theories . Simplified versions of our
model have been- produced that are rather close to the general equilibrium
trade models of the Heckscher-Ohlin type . Yet, under certain conditions
our models yield results that appear strikingly different from the conven-
tional results of gains from trade and factor-price equalization exercises .
This is the subject of the next section .
3. A- . Model oL North-South-Trade.
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In this
,
se&i -6- c."~present- a simplified version of the North-South .
model. The theoretical ::;properties, and. . simulations are
'See for example Palmi.(078)-
'Project on Development and. North-South. Trade. This was sponsored. by ; the UN,
FUNDPAP, the Department of Economics.. and. ..Social Affairs, New York, and
the,UN Institute for. Training, and- .Research (UNITAR), directed by S . Cole , and
G- Chichilnisky. .
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presented in the: Appendix- This model differs from the Heckscher-Ohlin
model in two main respects : the production system of the South is different
from that of the North, and the labor and capital supplies of each region
are responsive to real wages and profits. By contrast, in the Heckscher-
Ohlin model, the two regions have the same production systems and total
endowments of factors are fixed. This model was estimated with time
series data for Sri Lanka and the United Kingdom trading with each
other, and the estimation confirmed the results which we shall discuss
next.' Sri Lanka and the United Kingdom were chosen to estimate
the parameters of the model because as trading regions they correspond
roughly to the stereotypical assumptions of the North-South model.
Simulations of the model have also been performed with data for
Argentina, Mexico, and the United States .9
We shall now describe those characteristics that the model has in
common with that of Heckscher-Ohlin . There are two regions, denoted
North and South. Two- aggregate goods are produced, consumed, and
traded by each region . These are denoted B, basic consumption goods,
and I, industrial gooddL°. Neither region is completely specialized in
production of one or the other- good. There are two factors of production,
capital and labor, in each region ; the owners of these factors produce,
consume, and trade the two goods . Goods are produced using constant-
returns-to-scale technologies- The industrial good is more capital intensive
and the basic good more labor intensive in boll; regions . The South
exports basics and the North industrial. goods..
In a trade equilibrium, the amounts produced, consumed, and traded
within and between the regions are determined through the clearing of
markets, i .e : supply equals demand. There are four domestic markets
(two markets for factors, and two markets for goods) and two international
markets (for goods. The international market equilibrium determines the
prices of both goods and the returns to factors, i.e . wages and rates of
profits in each region. Each trading region is constrained by its budget,
so that export revenues and import costs are in balance. In equilibrium
the relative price of each traded good is the same in the North and in the
South.
We now discuss the differences between our North-South model and
the Heckscher-Ohlin model. As already mentioned, the two regions have
here different technologies for the production of goods, and the supplies
of factors of production . in the two regions, capital and labor, are respon-
sive to their rewards, rates of profits and wages. Furthermore, we assume
that the responsiveness of labor supply to real wages is rather large in
the South, while less so in the North. The high responsiveness of labor
'See Podiviasky (1982) .
9See Chichilnisky and McLeod .(1983) .
°For the precise conditions ; see Proposition 1 of Chichiluisky (1981) and also
Chichilnisky (1983a) .
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supply to"ieal -. wages is a measure of the abundance of labor in the South:
This could be interpreted as indicating a high level of migration from the
subsistence- part of the economy (such as rural areas) to the market
economy. In a limiting case, when this responsiveness is infinitely large so
that labor supplies never represent a constraint, this would be identical
to Lewis' assumption of unlimited supplies of labor. However, Lewis'
assumption implies that wages are always pegged at the subsistence level
while in the North-South model, by contrast, wages do vary with supply
and demand conditions. This is because despite the facts that labor supply
is highly responsive to wages, it is not infinitely elastic in our model.
The high responsiveness of the labor supply in the South is denoted
abundance . of labor . We should note here that the responsiveness of the
supply of a factor to its price may depend not only on its relative scarcity
but also, in some cases, on the degree of market control exercised by the
group that supplies the factor (i .e . workers or capitalists) . For instance, at
present, labor in the South is clearly much less organized, and has less
market power than in the North .
The behavior of factor markets is formalized as follows. We assume
that labor supply increases with the real wages .
L=cx
w
+L,x>0
PB
where w/pB is the real wage and x is . the positive response of labor supply
to real wage. Similarly, for capital supply,
K=gr+K,g>0
where r is the rate of profit and g is a positive response parameter. In
the South the parameter x is large, i.e . labor supply is very responsive to
real wages, and the parameter g is . small, i.e . capital supply is not too
responsive to the rate of return . The opposite is true of the parameters x
and g in the North. Special cases of this model, where K= K and L = L,
have been studied (see Chichilnisky 1983a) .
We now discuss the results on gains from trade and specialization and
on factor-price equalization in the context of the North-South model and
we shall explain how the characteristics of this model lead to the various
results. We start by indicating, by means of Figure 3, how the geometric
illustration of the gains from trade and specialization, given in Figure 1,
is no longer universally. valid when factors are in variable supply .
The second difference:between the present model and the Heckscher-
Ohlin model is : that . .in-. the North-South model different regions have
different technologies .:
.This' is formalized by assuming different production
functions for the . two regions_ . , .
In the Heckskher-Ohlin . . model, production functions are assumed to
show constant returns to scale, and to be . identical in both countries. We
also consider constant-returns production . functions, though for analytical
simplicity . we- use here.. . fixed factor proportions. Extensions to Cobb-
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Douglas or CES production functions are: discus sed in . Mahran- (1982). .Let
B denote a basic good, h an . industriaLgood . . If BS and . IS denote : outputs .
of the two goods, the two~ productio -functions are - .
where c l and c2 are capital/output 'ratios and a, and a2 are labor/output
ratios in the two sectors, respectively. As is well known for such techno-
v
0
C
C
O
0
0
E
a
U
82
31
_BS = min°(LBlai "KBlci)
key . °1M ° Yt
Equilibrium output
and consumption
before trade .
Commodity ! (caoital-intensive good)
Figure 3. Gains from trade with price-responsive endow-
ments. Figure - 3 differs. from Figure 1 in that initial' .
endowments of capital and labor vary here with prices so
that the production sets also vary with prices . The pre-
trade production possibility set is Yi . The equilibrium
relative prices before trade are given by the line T,, the
equilibrium quantities of the two goods, produced pre-trade
are Bt and I, . . After. trade, the production possibility
frontier has changed due to the response of the variable
factor supplies ; it is now Yz. This could not occur in
Figure 1 since factor supplies were fixed there. Labor
supply has now increased. with respect to capital goods
supply, and therefore the new production possibility set
Y, shows that the economy is now able . to produce rela
tively" . more~.Aabor-intensive". goods B_. New prices S. are. .
° achieved`inequilibrium.that.reflect an increase.in ther pricey _.
of`._the . capital stve_goocLl. . The output of -the labor-
intensive. good has:'mcreased.with . respect. to .,that 'of- the'^
capital-inteiisivegood'(to B1-and Is) but totaLwelfare levels
achievable at. the ;,equilibrium (Wi) are now-- lower. The-
figure- illustrates"- how a1bwer level of welfare- is possible
~. . after-trade ;: if factor-endowments are price dependent-
loaies : the_, -difference 'in- : factor intensities in the- two sectors is given by
the, expression D _atc -'azct_ We assume here that D is. positive in-, both
' '-~-'-~ :: .
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regions;tbui?much: *Far' ,','* -the-.--So'th: than- imthe North. : This- means that .
thel ood BS1s;i roduced-in=a more-labor-intensive-- way in_ both- countries
t haf7thergooc I,- but--B-is much.more-Iabor-intensive than I in -the. South.
~A4asual "observation suggests that.-differences in capital/labor intensities
liefw~ee i--the -technologies oEthe:t.wo- sectors . are indeed larger in the South
ttiari~'lim`the : . North. Empirical observations confirm this . -Developing
economies have significant differences between the production systems of
different sectors, and we refer to this as "technological dualism" . This
fact has been pointed out in the theories of dual economies for many
years, starting with the less formalized work of the Latin American
economists already mentioned. However, a major difference between our
work and previous . studies of dual economies is that while those studies
attempted to explain a- division. of the economy into a market and a
subsistence sector, here we consider that markets operate throughout the
economy and dualism appears here only in production. Otherwise, in
our model, the . economy is--completely integrated and all, its parts interact
in a general equilibrium: with- each other. In particular, wages and prices
are determined through- the: interaction.of all markets- It should therefore
be- kept= --in: mind . -.that the terms "dual technologies" or "dualism in
production" have-rather- di$-erent meanings here than elsewhere in the
literature.'
d._. Basic Needs and; North-South Trade-
We- now summarize: the- results obtained--with, the: North-South model.
When the economies of the- South- have- very abundant. labor andsignificant
dualism in production, an increase- in the exports of the labor-intensive
basic consumption good will necessarily - decrease the price of this good
in relation to that of the industrial good ; domestic, employment and the
purchasing power of wages will also decrease . The domestic consumption
of basic goods decreases as well . This will occur quite independently of
the cause of this increase in exports ; for example, it may occur ever with
an expansion of the North's demand for exports from the South. In
particular, the results do not depend on any assumptions of the elasticity
of international demand for goods from the South. They depend instead
on domestic conditions in the South . The specific condition is that a be
large and that c2/D > 2w/pB, where w/pB is the real wage. (Note: that
when- D is large'; technologies . are dual and. c2/D is more likely to be
smaller than, -rather-.cthan:twice; . as-. great- as, the. real wage.) This- second
condition is . termed t`dualism": ' - . -. . . - -
- 7 What these-resuttsisliow_ -- :is .-, that-under.-couditions 6U,dualism and.
-~_ abundant labor--- W-e Soath, ., - a hi-her volume- of : exports- is, necessarily
~~ ~associated with_ ; a lower-~- (relative) -price-, of _ the . basic good,--with, lower
wabes'~°and employment'and . .with=,lower:domestic.consumptiomof basic
ponds: . In the- following,.we-summarize; .the- rationale for this sequence. of
events. ; However, before.,doing so A,- seems . worth noting . . that the- results .
19 2
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are reversed when the production system in the South is more homo-
geneous and when its labor supply is less abundant. In this latter case,
following an expansion of exports, we obtain results in the spirit of "gains
from trade and specialization" : increasing exports leads to an improve-
ment in the North-South terms of trade, and to increases in domestic
employment, consumption of basics and real wages . From an economic
viewpoint, therefore, the economic parameters of dualism and of labor
abundance are rather important . Such parameters may have to be modified
before embarking on an export-led policy . It should be noted that the
crucial duality condition c2/D < 2w/pB that determines whether or not an
export expansion is desirable can be shown to depend itself on the level
of exports already achieved by the economy . Therefore, different export
policies are advisable at different export levels . The results may therefore
be viewed as suggesting optimal export levels, or optimal balances between
domestic sectors and the export sector . We shall discuss these and other
alternative policy issues in the last section of the paper.
We now discuss how the negative impacts of increased exports emerge
when the economy of the South has abundant labor and dual technologies.
This requires that we analyze the changes in the domestic consumption
of basic goods as their price increases .
If all prices other than those for basics remain constant, the econo-
mist's ceteris paribus assumption, an increase in the price of basic goods,
will lead to lower demand and to lower consumption of basics . This is a
standard partial equilibrium demand response to a price change . However,
things are quite different when_ we remove . the ceteris paribus assumption
and let all markets adjust, i.e . .when we move from one full market equili-
brium to another . In this latter case,. the demand for B may increase at a
new equilibrium with a higher price of B. This will occur when, at a new
price level, firms produce more of the labor-intensive commodity B and
increase, therefore, the levels of employment and of wage income, . thus
leading to a higher demand for the basic good at the new equilibrium .
Similarly, the supply of basic goods increases with a higher price of basics .
What remains to be determined is whether supply has increased more
than demand, or vice versa, at the new equilibrium . Since exports are the
difference between domestic supplies and domestic demand, this. deter-
mines whether exports increase or decrease at a higher price of basics .
The sign of the expression c2/D - 2w/PB compares precisely the . strength
of the supply (c2/D) with the demand response (2w/pB) .
Proposition 1 of Chichilnisky (1981) proves that with abundant labor
and dual technologies, the increase in domestic demand exceeds the
increase in supply at the new equilibrium . Therefore,, as the price of
basics increases, exports decrease . Equivalently, exports can increase only
if prices and domestic consumption drop . For a proof, see the Appendix .
A clear exposition and technical analysis of this result is' offered in Arrow
(1981), Sen (1981), and Heal and McLeod (1983) . Figure 5 illustrates the
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behavior of a reaction curve of the South, a curve that links the 'volume
of exports with the price of these exports across different possible equilibria
of this economy . This curve traces the intersections of domestic supply
and demand curves . Note that since this reaction curve violates ceteris
paribus assumptions (as all markets adjust in it) this curve is not a supply
curve for the economy . It merely allows us to trace out hypothetical
equilibria, and the relationship between the prices of basic goods and the
volume of exports of basic goods, across each of these equilibria . For
each level of international demand, only one equilibrium is possible, the
one where the volume of exports equals the volume of imports demanded
by the North. This volume of exports corresponds to one price level for
basic goods. We can therefore analyze the changes in prices of basics as
the volume of international exports varies across equilibria . However, at
any equilibrium where labor is abundant and technologies are dual
(a large, c2/D < 2WIPB), a move towards another nearby equilibrium with
a higher volume of exports from the South is necessarily associated with
a lower price of basic goods.
The price of the basic good is always positively associated with wages
because the basic good is labor intensive (see the Appendix) . It follows
therefore that as exports increase and the price of the basic good decreases,
so do wages . The purchasing power of wages in terms of the basic good
is also shown to decrease when exports increase (see the Appendix) . We
therefore conclude that under dualism and with abundant labor (a large,
c2/D < 2w/PB), a move towards a new equilibrium with a higher volume of
exports is necessarily associated with a lower price of these exports, a lower
real wage, and decreased domestic consumption of basic goods in the South.
This is Proposition 1 in Cbichilnisky (1981) .
It is of interest to point out that should the economy's technologies be
more homogeneous, and labor supply less responsive to wages, these
results would be reversed . In this latter case, an increase in the volume
of exports is associated with a higher level of prices of basic goods . This is
because now, as the price of the basic good increases, domestic supply
increases proportionately more than domestic demand in the new equili-
brium. With abundant labor and homogeneous technologies (c2/D > 2w/PB)
an increase in exports leads to better terms oftrade, to higher real wages
and employment and also to higher levels ofconsumption ofbasic goods.
This is Proposition 2 in Chichilnisky (1981) . It can also be shown that
the volume of industrial goods imported also increases in the new equili-
brium. This is discussed in the Appendix . Figure 4 illustrates the standard
case in which, as exports of 'the basic good expand, the price of this good
increases, and so do real wages and employment. Figure 5 illustrates the
case of the dual economy with abundant labor : as exports of the basic
good increase, the price of this good, the real wage and the employment
all decrease in the South.
A few analogies and contrasts can be drawn here with the results of
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the Heckscher-Ohlin theory presented in the previous section .
A first point is that, in the North-South model, the international divi-
sion of labor is actually reinforced by the expansion of international trade
when technologies are dual and labor- abundant in the South . This is
because more trade leads to lower wages in the South, therefore reinforc-
ing the relative advantage of the South . In contrast to the conventional
wisdom, inequality and the division of labor.may perpetuate themselves.
A second point is that factor prices not .only fail to equalize across
regions in this model, but they also tend to drift further apart in the South
as trade expands. This point is worth mentioning because it is only natural
that with different technologies in the two regions, !factor prices would
never become fully equalized . As only goods are traded internationally in
this case, only the prices of goods are equal in equilibrium, However, in a
Heckscher-Ohlin model in which technologies are different, but . duality is
not significant and labor is not abundant, free trade -,would tend to equalize
(even though it may never fully equalize) factor price . Thus in such a
Heckscher-Ohlin model relative advantages tend to be blurred as trade
takes place, and the division of labor appears again to be a temporary or
a. Domestic economy of South
Price of B
T!.
Domestic demand
aeon equilibria
b. International economy
Quantity of a
Figure 4. . The standard case with homogeneous . technologies : c:ID >;2wlp,.
Figure 4a represents the domestic, market, both supplyand demand for the, F; ~=
exportable at home; Figure 4b represents the international market. The'diffe-, , ,
rence between the equilibrium level of supply and the equilibrium level of f
demand is denoted E,', the amount exported to the international market at
equilibrium prices p,'. Dopestically we have the corresponding equilibrium
values of supply and demand that determine' domestic :;consumption at the
world equilibrium.
In the second equilibrium there are more exports E,", at a higher price p,'*
and an increase in the equilibrium value of domestic supply, as well as a
decrease in equilibrium demand . Therefore, as shown earlier in Figure 2 (left-"
hand side), the wages in the wage/rental ratio have increased in the South:
More exports lead to a higher level of .wages in the new equilibrium., -- . .
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Quantity of a Quantity of B
Figure 5. The dual economy with abundant labor: cs1D <2wlp,. Figure 5
represents domestic and- internal . markets interacting with each other; the
domestic market is represented ., .in Figure 5a and the.intemational market in
Figure 5b. Here p," represents first equilibrium prices, and Es', the equilibrium
level of exports. pa" and Ee" represent the second equilibrium prices and
export volumes. The rest of the symbols correspond to those of Figure 4. As
opposed to the neoclassical case in the dual economy the reaction curve that
links export levels with equilibrium prices is downward sloping, reflecting
the supply and demand effects across equilibria that were discussed in the text
for both markets for goods and for services. This-is proved in Proposition 1 of
Chichilnisky (1981) . With increased exports, the wage/rental ratio decreases,
and there is also lower total output, and thus employment, domestically.
Furthermore, the increase in demand from the North brings about lower equili-
brium prices for the exportable .
self-destructive phenomenon . In the North-South model, by contrast,
relative advantages are emphasized through free trade because wages in
the . South- decrease. The international division of labor is thefore self-
perpetuating .'
It now remains to analyze the response of total export revenues of the
South. This is relevant because if total revenues did increase, it would be
possible to increase exports and to redistribute the. proceeds adequately
in order to compensate for the harmful effects of export-led policies on
wages and consumption. In Chichilnisky (1983a) we examined how an
increase in export affects export revenues of the South under different
conditions, andshowed that, with duality and abundant labor, the deteriora-
tion in the terms of trade of the South following an increase in exports
leads also to lower export revenues:. ~ In the new equilibrium the North
imports more basic goods at a lower price; and exports a `"lower volume of
industrial goods in exchange . In certain cases , the North' may' actually in-
crease its domestic consumption of both goods, basic and industrial, at the
new equilibrium. . . . . . . . : .
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In the South, the worsening of the terms of trade leads to fewer imports
of industrial goods . The consumption of basic goods decreases in the South,
and the volume of imported industrialgoods available for investment decreases
also . In this sense export-led growth under the conditions of technological
duality and abundant labor may have a harmful impact on industrialization
as well as on the satisfaction of basic needs. A continuation of export-led
policies under these conditions does not seem propitiousfor sustained develop-
ment . All these results occur in stable markets . They are proved in
Chichilnisky (1981, 1983a) .
With abundant labor and dual technologies, the international market
appears, therefore, to concentrate rather than to diffuse the gains from
trade . It is true that both regions are better off trading than they would
be in isolation . But starting from one free trade position and moving to
another with a higher volume of exports is not desirable for the South
when there is abundant labor and dual technologies, c2/D < 2wlpB . An
expansion of exports under these conditions may lower the welfare of the
South and increase the welfare of the North in a sustained fashion .
Obviously we cannot apply these results to compare autarky and free
trade, since autarky is not a free trade equilibrium and here we are only
comparing free trade equilibria with different trade levels . In cases where
autarky is a limit of a sequence of free trade equilibria, it can be shown
that the crucial condition c21D - 2WIPB becomes positive since the real
wage WIPB goes to zero . This means that in this particular case, more
trade is initially beneficial but becomes more harmful as`it expands. Note,
however, that when there is aminimum wage w/PB required for subsistence,
there may be no export level at which c2/D ;exceeds.2w/pB-
The above results seem more consistent than the standard Heckscher-
Ohlin results with the overall international experience of the 1945-1970
period, a period in which there was an expansion of trade, accompanied
by continued specialization and increasing' wealth differentials between
the industrial and the-developing countries . It remains to evaluate the
generality of the assumptions, both within the context of what is usually
assumed in the body,of economic theory and also in the context of the
empirical data available, and this we shall discuss next .
The condition of duality in technologies of the South is rather general
and has been tested for Sri Lanka, Mexico, and Argentina. However, the
condition of labor abundance (a large) may be considered more stringent .
For this reason we have also considered a version of the North-South
model where labor is not necessarily very responsive to wages in the
South, i.e ., a may, be small or even zero (see Chichilnisky 1983a) . Here
we make instead a different assumption, namely that the exported good
is a "wage good", i.e . a good that constitutes the bulk of the consumption
of wage earners (wL = pBB in equilibrium) . This assumption acts as a
substitute for the condition of labor abundance in producing the results .
Therefore, an economy with dual technologies and which exports wage
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goods is subject to the same harmful effects of export-led policies . Other
extensions of the model were produced, leading to similar results, for
cases where the country exports a labor-intensive good that is not con-
sumed domestically (an export enclave), or where the country exports raw
materials whose production is not labor intensive ; see Chichilnisky (1981,
1982) . It seems necessary, therefore, to correct the conditions that lead to
negative outcomes before undertaking an export-led policy . If the con-
ditions are intrinsically difficult to correct, it seems desirable to consider
alternatives to export-led policies on labor-intensive products . This will
be discussed in the last section .
We shall now discuss briefly the relationship of the assumptions and
results of this model with the work of R. Prebisch and of W. A . Lewis
mentioned earlier .
Prebisch (1950, 1959) developed a thesis that there is a systematic bias
in the distribution of the gains from trade against developing countries,
implied by a secular deterioration in the terms of trade of the South .
While no formal model was presented, an economic basis for this process
can be summarized as follows . Prebisch postulates that the income elasti-
city of international demand for exports from the South is low, while the
demand for exports from the North is highly income elastic . Increases in
income thus proportionately reduce the demand for exports from the South
but increase the demand for exports from the North . This leads to a
secular decrease in the price of exports of the South with respect to the
exports of the North. Other arguments were also advanced about the role
of noncompetitive agents, such as large corporations and unions in the
North, in the decline in the relative price of exports from the South, and
in the rise in income by the North. An important outcome of the Prebisch
"terms-of-trade" thesis were the' protectionist - policies of import substi-
tution in Latin America in the late fifties and the early sixties . These
policies of imposed tariffs in order to protect certain domestic industrial
sectors, such as manufactures and capital goods-the. so-called infant
industries .
Our approach is different from that of Prebisch both in assumptions
and in results . In the first place, the North-South model makes no
assumptions about the elasticities of international demands for the goods
exported by the North and the South. Our assumptions are instead on
domestic structures : technologies and factor markets within each region .
Secondly, our model is consistent with perfectly competitive markets for
goods and factors and, therefore, also differs from the assumption of
Prebisch about noncompetitive agents in the North. Finally, with respect
to policy, certainly the North-South model does not advocate the replace-
ment of export-led growth by import substitution policies . This is because
import substitution is a policy concerned ouly with the supply side of the
economy, while in our work, instead, both supply and demand must be
considered to evaluate the outcomes. Appropriate local demand structures
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seem at least as important as changes in the supply side, to obtain benefi-
cial outcomes .
We focus next on W. A. Lewis' celebrated model of economic develop-
ment with unlimited supplies of labor (Lewis, 1952) and especially on his
last section where he discusses development and trade. Lewis' model
considers two regions trading with each other. One, the North, has the
characteristics of a neoclassical economy. The other region, the South, is
characterized by unlimited supplies of labor and a dual economy, a part
of which is capitalistic and the other "traditional" . Lewis' work, therefore,
diverges from the neoclassical model as well as from our model, in that a
rather different formalization is given to the economies of the North and
of the South. The North is a perfect market economy, while the South has
a rather different structure. In our model, instead, the behavior of both
regions is consistent with perfect market behavior .
Clearly, the assumption of a high elasticity of labor supply in our
model is linked with Lewis' assumption of unlimited supplies of labor.
However, our assumption is substantially different; wages in the South. do
adjust with changes in market conditions . In Lewis' model, instead, wages
are permanently pegged to the subsistence level. Another difference is
that Lewis' model assumes that the economy is divided into a -"capitalist"
and a "traditional" sector. In the capitalist sector, the motive for employ-
ment is to generate profits, while in the traditional . sector, labor is
considered as essentially self-employed (as in the peasant family) or
engaged in . petty trade, or service ,. occupations. The real ~ wage in . the
capitalist sector is endogenously given, and it exceeds earnings available in
the traditional sector, so that employment in the formal sector is constrained
by demand only and not by supply . It is in this' sense: that- Lewis speaks
of "unlimited supplies of labor". Given'the wage and: technology,. profit
maximization determines the capital/labor ratio and the rate of profit and
the size of the capital stock determines the level of employment in the
capitalist sector . Each region produces three -goods, one of which is
common to both . The terms of trade between the two regions are deter-
mined purely by relative labor productivities in the common good, : food,
independently of demand conditions. Demand conditions are therefore
not important in the Lewis' model. All these specifications contrast, with
the North-South model.
In the North-South model, . instead; demand is rather.important . It
helps determine the variable level of real wages and it contributes to the
understanding of the relationship between international- , market behavior
(export levels) and domestic output and distribution .of income . The
international terms of trade are determined by supply and demand forces
in both markets. ; :j, _ . - . . . : ;~~~ ~ ~: . .. . . .
.' It is 'also of interest to contrast our model. and the Heckscher-0hlin
model with that of Lewis. Lewis considers .two different'scctofs, a.capi-
talistic and a traditional one, each with different modes of behavior : . : Only
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the capitalistic sector maximizes profits . Instead, in our economy, market
behavior is consistent with the hypothesis of profit and utility maximiza-
tion throughout . As in the Heckscher-Ohlin model, both economies
produce, consume, and trade the same two goods, while Lewis considers
three goods in each region, only one of which is shared by both regions
(food) . These features make Lewis' model difficult to compare directly
with the two-region, two-good, and two-factor Heckscher-Ohlin model,
and thus his results, while yielding different conclusions, do not necessarily
contradict or support the
	
standard results . By contrast, since our results
are posed in a manner completely analogous to that of the Heckscher-
Ohlin model, a more thorough comparison of assumptions and results is
possible, and thus criticism can be formulated more precisely .
Finally, we compare the North-South model with the work o_f the
Marxist economists and the dependencia theorists of Latin America. Both
these groups give less importance to market behavior than we do.
G. Frank concentrates on the secular trends in the international accumula-
tion of capital as 'determining terms of trade, while our work does not
produce results that predict any secular trends in this sense. However, if
the labor market behavior that we study in our model could be related to
the stages of the accumulation of capital of the South, then the deteriora-
tiou in terms of trade that he predicts could be, in part, attributed to
market forces . A . Emmanuel's unequal exchange work measures the terms
.of trade by the value of a unit of labor in the .North relative to that of a
unit of the South's labor. Trade between economies with different wage
levels, in his conceptual scheme, must result in "exploitation" of the one
with the lower wage . This view is, in certain cases, consistent with that of
Lewis on factorial terms of trade . In Emmanuel's . work (as in Lewis');the
real wage is exogenously fixed in each country while, ;as,explained above,
in our model .real wages : adjust . in relation to the international terms of
trade and to all markets.-This is a significant featureof.our-results . . . .
- '' Some points of contact exist between our work :and that, of : the Latin
American dependencia theorists. Firstly, as in Lewis!,,and in contrast to the
"Heckscher-Ohlinmodel, dependencia theory stresses ; certain asymmetries
in the structures of the economies of the North and- ;South. : The existence
of some asymmetries'-and : of "the other region" having a ,large role in
shaping the economies bf each region is common .to this work,, although
it is a matter of continued'controversy within. the- . dependencia school to
what extent these asymmetries .-are . determinant-of the . economic . develop-
ment patterns in the South:.The Latin-American economists also put some
emphasis on duality . in productiom However, . at.the level, of :assumptions
and structure, as pointed out earlier, and . also discussed , by, . :Palma. (1978),
neither formalization for- - consistency :, :with competitive-market behavior
can. be found in the dependencia theory:literature. .This is :a major departure
-from. our model::
At . the.1evel of . results, , or , predictions ; particular: cases . : of-. differences
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between the Latin American dependencia theory and our work are easily
seen. For instance, as explained by Palma, dependencia theory never
produced a clear answer to the problem of whether dependencia was
favorable to growth or whether, instead, it leads inexorably to stagnation .
In fact, opposing viewpoints on this matter have been proposed during
the last 20 years within the dependencia school . (See the discussion in
Tavares and Serra (1974) .)
Our model, instead, can be utilized to resolve a related question ; it can
be used to examine those cases in which the growth of the North and
its effects through trade, will be favorable and those in which it will be
unfavorable to the growth of the South . This has been explored in
Chichilnisky and Cole (1978) and Chichilnisky (1983) .
5. Conclusions
The results discussed above pose doubts about the general reliance on
export-led policies to satisfy basic needs in the South. When labor is very
abundant and there is a significant level of duality in the production
system of the South, an expansion of exports cannot be expected to
improve consumption or real wages in the South. Nor can it be expected
to increase total export revenues, so that redistributive policies would not
provide a solution either . Furthermore, industrial imports decrease, so
that these policies are not beneficial to industrialization either . . A careful
appraisal of each case, focusing especially on the parameters studied here,
labor markets, technologies and domestic demand, seems to be in order
before endorsing export-led strategies. . .
We may also view the results as supporting the need for a careful
balance between domestic sectors and the export sector . The crucial duality
condition that determines whether or not an expansion of exports is bene-
ficial (c2/D < 2w/pB) depends on the level . of real wages and this depends,
in turn, on the current levels of exports . At different export levels, different
policies will be recommended : when c2/D < 2w/PB, exports should con-
tract ; when c2/D > 2w/PB they should expand. The conditions therefore
aim to achieve optimum export levels, which depend on the domestic
structure of the economy .
One conclusion is that the development of the South cannot, in gene-
ral, be based on the relative advantage of cheap labor provided by extreme
mass poverty . To the extent that such conditions are consistent with
abundant and wage-responsive labor supply arid with dual technologies,
export-led policies may lead to serious deterioration. of the terms of trade
and to lower export revenues for the region .
If better income distributions are achieved that lead to larger and
stronger domestic markets and these are accompanied by lower rates of
population growth and thus less abundant labor, then the negative results
of export-led policies may be reversed . Basic needs policies may therefore
improve the position of the developing country vis-a-vis international markets .
It should be noted that the protection of local production, i .e . import
substitution or infant industry protection, is neither a necessary nor a
sufficient correction to the harmful effects of export-led policies . What is
required is that local markets be strong in order to prevent deterioration
,of international terms of trade and of export revenues in the long run.
The required "protection" must therefore be of the domestic market rather
than of the infant industry alone and should lead to an improvement in
the lot of the majority of people . In policy terms,
	
since in a market or a
semimarket economy the income of factors is related to their productivity,
increases in productivity of the rural and other low-income groups in the
economy seem necessary before reliance is put on export-led policies .
Increases in domestic labor productivity seem to be rather crucial
towards this end. They lead to higher real wages, better domestic markets,
and better terms of trade, as proved in Chichilnisky and McLeod (1983) .
This is consistent with Lewis' view that labor productivity in agriculture
is an important determinant of the region's international terms of trade
and the relative price of agriculture vs. industry . The experience of Japan,
West Germany and South Korea, which were widely discussed in the
seventies as having very successful export policies, seem to confirm our
view. In all of these cases the domestic market was strong and the levels
of wages, productivity, employment and consumption were all relatively
high . The lack of success of Latin American export-led policies also con-
firms our views . Latin American policies have been based on cheap labor
and poverty, both associated with low productivity, weak domestic markets
and poor terms of trade for their products . .
The results also indicate that a significant relationship exists between
the North-South terms of trade and the distribution of income within the
South. Better terms of trade with the North are linked with better distri-
bution of income within the South . The international market is therefore
an important factor in shaping domestic distributions within each region .
The interaction of domestic and international factors should not be
neglected, even with respect to variables that are often considered to be
purely domestic, such as the distribution of income. Basicneeds are not only
a domestic issue: they pertain to the international community as a whole.
APPENDIX
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This Appendix summarizes the North-South model of Chichilnisky
1981, 1983a) and computes the set of equilibria as a function of the initial
data: production functions and supplies of factors . It also gives conditions
for uniqueness of the solutions, and proves the main results quoted in the
paper. A computer program for solving the model and the results of a
number of simulations are also provided.
Each region is described by behavioral assumptions and by equilibrium
conditions, making a total of 26 equations for the whole North-South
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model. However, in order to compute an equilibrium explicitly, it suffices
to solve a single equation . This is a rather unusual and useful feature of
the model: it allows one to derive in a simple algebraic fashion the solution
and all of the comparative static properties of the model.
Consider first the economy of the South. It supplies basic goods B and
industrial goods I using labor L and capital K:
Bs = min, (LBlal, KBIc,)
Is = min (LIl a2, Kflc2)
The corresponding price equations, under the assumption of competitive
behavior on the part of the producers,' are in equilibrium:
pB = alw '-}- . clr (A.1)
Pr =. a2W. + c2r . . (A.2)
Labor and capital supplies in equilibrium depend on their rewards:'`
Ls = «( w)
+ L, a > 0 (A.3)
PBKs
= ~r +
K,
>
0
(A.4).
where w denotes wages, pB the price of basics, and r the rate of return to
capital. To these four behavioral equations we add equilibrium or market
clearing conditions for. factor and commodity markets: .
Ls = LD
Ks = KD
LD _ Bsat -1- Ks.a2
KD = Bsci -f- Ksc2
Bs = BD + XB, where XB denotes exports of B
ID = XD. -}- Is, where XD denotes imports of I;
and the balance of payments condition . : . : .
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A10)
where the .superscripts Sand Ddenote equilibrium supply and demand
respectively . It is worth noticing that in an equilibrium, the Walras Law
or National Income Identity is always .satisfied in each region :
PBBD ,+ PIID = MR, -,,I B) +PI(IS,+ XI) :=PBBSPIIs . ; ; .
. . : =.(aiW.7j- .otr)BS :+ (a2W,+..czr)IS;- wL:+ rK .. : : . (W)
:In view of this, and of its homogeneity"properties ;"I an "equilibrium of this
model is in principle consistent with a standard'Arrow-Debreu "competi-
tive general equilibrium for. some set of underlying individual preferences :
The North is specified by the. same equations (A.1) to (A.11),` except
for possibly different parameters in the technology and in the supply of
factors.'In a world equilibrium the prices 'of 'traded goods are equal, and
exports match imports. This yields four more equilibrium conditions :.
where the letters S and N in brackets denote South and North respectively .
In each region there are therefore eight exogenous parameters : a,, c,,
a2, c2, a, L, g, 9 and fourteen endogenous variables : PB, Pr, r, w, Bs, B°,
XB, Is, I°, X°, Ls, L°, Ks, K°. There are eleven . equations in each region
(A.1 to A.11)
	
plus four international market clearing equations (A.12 to
A.15) . Note that the balance of payments condition (A.11) for the North
is automatically satisfied when (A.12) to (A.15) hold and then (A . 11) is
satisfied in the South. Therefore we have a total of twenty-five indepen-
dent equations. To these we add a normalization condition
pr = 1, (A .16)
i.e. the industrial good is the numeraire, and thus obtain a total of 26
independent equationsfor the North-South model:`
Since there are fourteen endogenous variables in each region, we have
28 endogenous variables in total . To fully determine the system we have to
specify the values of two variables. This is not surprising since we have not
so far defined the demand behavior at an equilibrium in either region .
This can be done in several ways. One is to choose utility functions;
another is to choose equilibrium levels of demand for one or the other
good and a final alternative is to choose the demand for imports or for
exports at an equilibrium. In Chichilnisky (1981) the equilibrium level of
demand for industrial goods in the South is fixed exogenously:
. I°(S) = I°(S) (A.17)
thus leaving a system determined up to one variable. Alternatively, (A.17)
can be substituted by the price dependent demand equation
pBBD = wL : . ' (A.17)0
i.e . wage income'is spent on the basic good . This is' equivalent, in turn ;
to the assumption that capital income is spent on the- industrial good; by
the National Income Identity (W) given above
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-ID .=rK (A.17)"
We parameterize the solutions in the first, place by fixing the"equili-'
brium level of demandfor. industrial goods in . the `North :' Therefore,"as the
demand for industrial goods'in.the`North . l°(N) varies, 'we" obtain a- one-
parameter family of equilibria: This family' describes a path in the space
of all endogenous parameters, which is R28 . : 'Comparative''static exercises
consist of exploring the relationships between the endogenous variables
across this path of equilibria. For instance, Proposition 3 in Chichilnisky
Pi(S) = pr(N) (A.12)
PB(S) = pB(N) (A.13)
Xs(S) = XB(N) (A.14)
X°(S) = Xs(N), (A.15)
where
and
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r = a, - PBa2 (A.23)
,
D
In view of this we can rewrite (A.21) as a function of only one variable,
namely the (relative) price of basics PB, by substituting (A.3) and (A.4)
and then (A.22) and (A.23) into (A.21) . One obtains therefore a quadratic
equation in the (relative) price of basic goods. This equation is para-
meterized by all the exogenous data, and by the industrial demand of the
North I°(N):
PB(A + A(N)) + PBL(C +C(N) -f- I°(S) -I- . I°(N)] - (y -f- y(N)) = 0,
(A.24)
9a,a2 «c2
A =
Dz,
V= D2,
C _
D
fc,L - aig +_ acic2D
9aZ .
The parameters in expressions A, B and C are those of the South while
A(N), B(N) and C(N) are the same expressions but with- parameters of the
North.
Solving the quadratic equation (A.24) gives an analytic expression for
the equilibrium price PB Of the North-South model, as a function of all
the exogenous data and of the industrial demand of the North. Therefore
we call (A.24) a resolving equation. Since the constant and second order
terms of this quadratic equation are positive and negative respectively,
there is at most one (strictly) positive root which we denote (PB(I°(N)) to
indicate its dependence on the parameter 1°(N), the equilibrium level of
industrial demand in the North.
PROPOSITION 1 . The North-South model has at most one equilibrium for
each level of industrial demand 1°(N) of the North .
Proof. The proof is constructive . Equation . (A.24) determines at most
one (strictly) positive equilibrium price for basics, pB*, for each level of
industrial demand in the North, I°(N).
We now indicate how each pB* defines unique equilibrium values of
all the other 27 endogenous variables .
From the factor/commodity price equations (A.22) and (A.23) one
obtains the equilibrium levels of wages and profits in the North and in
the South . Note that these levels can be different in the two regions, since
the parameters of their technologies are, in general, different . Factor
prices determine the-levels of employment of both factors in equilibrium,'
from (A.3) and A.4; this, in turn, yields output levels in equilibrium, from
(A .19) and (A.20) . We need only determine domestic demand for both
goods in both regions . Demand for industrial goods in the South is an
exogenous constant I°(S) (or else it equals r-K, both of which are known
by (A.23) and (A.4) . In the North, I° is fixed by our choice of I°(N).
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From the National Income Identity (A.11), it is then simple to compute
the demand for basic goods, since all other variables in this identity are
already known in an equilibrium .
The difference between supply and demand for each good at an equili-
brium yields exports, and imports of each good, in both regions . This
completes the computation of the unique equilibria for the North-South
model for each value of industrial demand in the North .
We consider now a different parameterization ofthe North-South model,
The model is now defined by equations (A.1) to (A.11) in each region and
(A.12) to (A.17), so we obtain as before a system of 27 equations in 28
variables . However, we now choose to parameterize the model by the
equilibrium level of exports of the South XB(S), rather than by the indus-
trial demand of the North . Since in equilibrium XB(S) equals the imports
of the North Xf(N), this parameter can be interpreted as an "import
quota" of the North:
PROPOSITION 2 . The North-South model has at most one equilibrium for
each level of exports of basics . This volume of exports may be set by an
import quota in the North . As the import quota varies, a set of equilibria
is described. This set is identical to that obtained by parameterizing the
solutions by the equilibrium level ofindustrial demand in the North:
The comparative statics properties of the North-South model are the same
when this is parameterized by import quotas or by the industrial demand of
the North. , . -
Proof. Equation (A.24) ceases to be the most convenient way of find-
ing an explicit solution,' since now industrial demand in the North 1D(N)
is an endogenously determined variable. -
An appropriate choice of equation to solve the North-South model
parameterized by the level of exports XS(S), is the balance of payments
condition (A.11) .
Xf(S) = PBXB(S) + PBXD(N)
Since XD(S) = ID(S) - IS(S), we have :
ID(S) - IS(S) - XB(N),Pa
where the right-hand side variable is now exogenously given. We now
reduce (A.25) to a quadratic expression in the price of basics, pa.
(A.25)
As before, we express industrial . -supply as a function of employed
factors :
1D(S) - (a,K cL).	- . - YD~N)a (A26).Pa Pa° . , . . . . . .
Since by (A.3) and (A.4) the equilibrium levels of capital and labor employ-
ed are functions of wages and profits ; and . by ::: (A.22) and (A.23) wages
and profits are functions of the price of basics, by' substitution . into (A.26)
we obtain : . ,
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' PB("4 - XB(N)) + pB(C + ID(S)) - V = 0 (A.27)
where A, V, and C are defined as in (A.24), all parameters I for the South .
Equation (A.27) is a quadratic expression in pB which allows to solve the
model analytically, and is therefore called a resolving equation . (1°(S) can
be_substituted as before for 1°(S) = r(S)-K(S), from eqn. (A.17)" .)
_, ~ . The resolving equation (A.27) appears to be different from the resolv-
ing equation (A-24) which was used to solve the model when this was
parameterized, instead, by the equilibrium level of industrial demand in
the North. However, it will now be shown that (A'.27) is identical to
(A.24) ; in particular, of course, they have the same solutions . To show
this consider the difference between (A.24) and (A.27) .
(A.24) - (A.27) = pa(A(N)) -E- XB°(N)) -I- PB(C(N) -f- I°(N)) - V(N) ._ (A.28)
We shall now show that this difference is identical to zero, by expanding
the expression PBXB(N). In equilibrium,
XB N __ IS(N) - I
n(N) so that z XB(N )'= pRIs(N
Pa
~ PB( ) ) -PBI- (N) . , .
(A.29)
Substituting IS = (a,K - cjL)/D into (A.29), . we;obtain an, expression for
the value of industrial supply as a function of factors employed in the
North:
PBIS(N) = D(N) (ai(N)K(N) `-,ci(N)L(N)). (A.30)
We may now substitute (A.3) and (A.4) and (A.22) and (A.23) into (A.30)
to obtain an expression for -PBIS(N) depending'only on the price of basics :
2 z
pals(N)= L IRaj -Lc" - ac,c2D Sai~ -PB
~
aDZ~ l +Di
(A.31)
where all parameters are for the North. Thus,
a .i PBls(N) _ -PBC(N)
- pBA(N) -1- V(N) .
where A(N), C(N) and V(N) were defined above. We may therefore
rewrite pBXB(N) in (A.29) as :
PB(XB(N)) _= PBI°(N) - PaA(N) - PB(C(N) -I- V(N)), (A.32)
from which it is immediately apparent upon inspection of (A.28) that the
;difference (A.24)-(A.27) is identically equal to zero . Therefore, the quad-
ratic expressions (A.24) and (A.27) give exactly the same solutions to the
North-South model. This . shows that the model has the some solutions
whether, it is parameterized',by - industrial, ;demand in the North`or by
exports of the South.
. It is now necessary to show that ;, the.comparative statics properties of
.the North-South model are the same with both parameterizations . Com-
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parative statics involves studying the signs of derivatives of one endogenous
variable with respect to a parameter or to another enodogenous variable,
across equilibria . For instance, we study the changes in the price of basics
(an endogenous variable) as exports XB vary, indicated by dpldXB . The
tool used is the implicit function theorem, applied to an equilibrium
expression O(p, Xs) = 0, which leads to dp/dXB = - dO/dXB/dO/dp . The
equilibrium expression = 0 used when industrial demand is the parameter
is (A.24) = 0; when the parameter is the level of imports XB the expression
is instead (27) = 0. However, as we have just shown, (A.24) and (A.27)
are identical, so it is equivalent to use either one or the other expression .
Therefore, parameterizing the model by the import quota XB(N), or by the
industrial demand in the North ID(N), yields identical comparative statics
properties. This completes the proof.
We now prove two comparative statics results . Following these, a
program in BASIC for the North-South model and also numerical simula-
tions which reproduce the propositions below are given .
PROPOSITION 3 . Consider the North-South economy, where the- South
exports basic goods, has abundant labor, a large, and dual technologies, so
that c2/D < 2w/pB . Then a move to an equilibrium with a higher level of
exports ofbasics leads to lower terms of trade, lower real wages and decreas-
ed consumption in the South . [This is Proposition 1 in Chichilnisky (1981).]
When labor is abundant and real wages are low, or else technologies are
sufficiently homogeneous that c 2/D > 2w/PB , than a move to an equilibrium
with a higher level of exports XB leads to better terms of trade and higher
real wages and consumption in the South . [This is Proposition 2 in Chichil-
nisky (1981) .]
Proof. It suffices to apply the implicit function theorem to the quadra-
tic expression (A.27), pB(A - XB(S)) -1- PB(C -~ ID(S)) - V = 0, . which is
identically satisfied across the equilibria. .We thus obtain :
d_PB _ PB
dXB 2pB(A - XB) + C -{- ID(S),
(A.33)
where all parameters, unless otherwise indicated, are from the South. The
sign of (A.33) is that of 2PB(A - XB) -}- C -}- ID(S), where A and C were
defined in (A.27) . Since a is large, the sign of (A.33) will be determined
by those terms containing a . In A there are no terms in a ; in C, the term
is ac ic2/D2; therefore (A.33) is negative whenever
s ac,c2
2pBXB > D2
. (A.34)
From Chichilnisky (1981), pages 175 and 176, .we obtain an expression
for XB, the volume of exports and the price of basics across equilibria :
XB _ c2L - a2K - wL + rK - ID(S)
D PB
(A.35)
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ac, _ _c, _La, - _a, (c,Ll ( a, K) 1D(S)
DZPB [c2 PB] + D2
I a2
PB] + DPB + ps
When a is large, the term that dominates the expression for XB is
aCI(c2-c,IPB)IDPB . Therefore, from (A.34) dpB/dXB is negative when
2pBXBs2ac,(c2 - c,lpB)/DZ > «c,c2/D2 , i .e ., when c2 > 2c,lpB, which is
equivalent to c2/D < 2tiv/PB (Chichilnisky (1981), p . 177) . Note that
Chichilnisky (1981) gave a different proof, using (A.35) rather than (A.33)
to compute the derivative dXBldp . From (A.35) one obtains
d_XB _ ac,_ 2cc, _ c l 9a? a,f - c,L - 1o(S) (A.36)
dPB D2Pa IPB
2' + D2Pa + PB PB
Therefore, when a is large (A.36) implies that dXBldPB is negative when
2c,1PB < c2, i .e . when c,1D < 2WIPB , which is identical to the condition
derived from eqn. (A.33) . Thus, exports increase only when their price pB
drops, across equilibria . Therefore, the two proofs yield exactly the same
results . This completes the proof of Proposition 1 of Chichilnisky (1981) .
The proof of Proposition 2 of Chichilnisky (1981) now follows imme-
diately. We saw that the sign of dpB/dXB is that of 2c,/PB - c2 . or equi-
valently that of c2/D-2wlpB . Since 2c,IPB > c2 is equivalent to c2/D >2w/RB ,
the proposition is proved .
PROPOSITION 4. (Proposition 3 in Chichilnisky (1981)) . Assume the
South has abundant labor and dual technologies (a large and c21D < 2wlpB) .
Then a move to a new equilibrium with a higher level of industrial demand
in the North leads to a higher level of exports of basicsfrom the South, and
to lower terms of trade, real wages and domestic consumption in the South.
This occurs in Walrasian stable markets .
Proof. For this comparative statics result, we use the first resolving
equation (A.24), which gives an implicit relation between the equilibrium
price of basics PB and the equilibrium level of industrials in the North,
1°(N) and, contains all the parameters of the model . From equation (A.24),
by the implicit function theorem we obtain :
aPB PB __
a1D(N) 2PB(A -f- A(N)) -t' (C + C(N)) -1- II(S) -l- 1°(N)
where A and C are defined in (A.24) .
When a is large in the South, the sign of the term in a determines
the sign of C -f- C(N) . Since the term in a within C +C(N) is acIc2/D2, a
positive number, C + C(N) is positive in this case. Furthermore, A and
A(N) are always positive . It follows that
dpBldID(N) < 0 (A.37)
when a in the South is large . Therefore when a is large an increase in the
equilibrium level of industrial demand in the North leads to a drop in the
equilibrium price of basics .
Now,' consider the equilibrium equation (A.35) relating exports of
basics with their price
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XB = act/D 2PB(c2 - cl/pB) -f- gal/D2(a2 - aI/pB)
-I- (C IL - alK)IDpB -I- ID(S)/pB,
where all parameters are from the South . When a is large, the terms in a
dominate dXB/dPB. From (A.36) these are (ccc I (2cI/pB - c2))ID 2ps . Now,
2cI/pB < c2 if and only if c2/D < 2wlp, . (Chichilnisky (1981), p . 177) .
therefore as seen above
dXBldPB < 0 when c2/D < 2w/PB .
Added to (A.37), this implies dXB/dID(N) > 0. To summarize : a move to
an equilibrium with higher level ofindustrial demand in the North (i .e. an
increase in the parameter ID(N)) leads to a larger volume of imports of basic
goods by the North (higher XB) and to lower terms of trade for the South
(lower PB) .
To complete the comparative statics results, it suffices now to point
out that real wages w/PB are always positively associated with the price of
basics (by (A.22)) and that the consumption of B is also positively asso
ciated with the price of basics in the South when a is large . This is because
BD = (wL + rK- 1D(S))/pa, and this expression is dominated by the term
in a, i .e . by a(w1B), which is an increasing function of PB. Stability was
established in the appendix of Chichilnisky, (1981) and is discussed further
in Arrow (1982), Heal and McLeod (1983) and Chichilnisky (1983) .
The next result explores the changes in export revenues that follow an
increase in exports .
PROPOSITION 5 . In the North-South economy, assume that the South has
abundant labor, a large, and dual technologies, c2/D < 2w/PB . Then a move
to a new equilibrium with a higher volume ofexports leads not only to lower
terms of trade but .also to lower export, revenues . in the South .
Proof. By Proposition .4, as the level of exports Xa increases, the
South's terms of trade PB drop at the new equilibrium . By (A.22) and
(A.23), wages decrease and the rate of profit increases . This implies from
(3) and (4) that total capital . available increases, and labor employed
decreases . Therefore ; the domestic supply of industrial goods Is increases,
since by (A.20), Is = (a IK- cIL)ID . Since the industrial demand in the
South is constant by (17), and the supply Is has increased,` the volume of
imports of industrial goods X°(S) -- ID(S) - Is(S) must therefore decrease
when the price of basics drops. Therefore, by 'the balance of payments
condition PBXB = X°, the total revenue from exports, pBXB,'has decreased-
This completes the proof.
The next proposition studies macro changes in both regions, following
either an increase of exports XB, or an industrial expansion in the North,
i .e . an increase . in ID(N) . The results of this proposition ' are numerically
simulated in the computer runs below.
PROPOSITION 6 : Assume the conditions of Proposition S, that labor supply
in the North is unresponsive to the real wage (a(N) small) and that indus-
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in the North use little labor (a2 small) . Then a move to a . new
equilibrium with a higher level of industrial demand in the North leads to a
higher consumption ofbasic goods in the North. The North consumes simul-
taneously more ofboth goods and is therefore strictly better off.
In . the South, real wages and consumption decrease . The South exports
more basics, at lower prices ; and receives lower export revenues. The South
is.strictly worse offat the new equilibrium .
J-: Identical results obtain when the move' to a new equilibrium is due to an
increase in the level of exports of the South, XB(S), or in the export quotas
ofbasics in the North, XBD(N). .
Proof. Consider first the case where in the North x(N) = 0 and
a2(N) = 0. The supply of basics in the North is then a constant, since
Bs = (c2L - a2K)/D = c2L/D when a = a2 = 0
Since the consumption of basics of the North is the sum of domestic
supply plus imports BD(N) = Bs(N) -}- XB(N) and Bs(N) is a constant,
when imports of basics XD(N) increase, the level of consumption of basics
in the North increases as well . . .
Proposition 4 shows that, under the conditions . specified, a move to
an equilibrium with a higher level of industrial : demand 'in the North
ID(N) leads to more exports of basics XB(S) = XB(N). Therefore, this leads
here to an increase in the consumption of basics in the North . The
demands for industrial goods 1°(A') and for basics BD(N) have therefore
increased simultaneously at the new equilibrium of the North: by any
reasonable welfare measure, the North is . strictly better :off. By continuity,
the same results obtain when .a2(N) and a(N)._are close to zero, proving
the first part of the theorem . , .
.In the South, export revenues decrease as shown in Proposition 5
above. As the terms of trade pB decrease, real wages and the consumption
of basics decrease in the South, as shown in Proposition 4. Since indus-
trial demand . remains constant in the South, the South is strictly worse o$:
The . last statement in the proposition follows from Proposition 2,
which establishes that parameterizing either- by, the level,of exports XB
or by the level of industrial demand in the North I°(N) leads to the same
comparative statics results . This completes the proof.
We now turn ;to ~ extensions of the model. These allow us to obtain
similar results for economies that may not have abundant labor . ..The
extensions proposed here were ; formulated in Chichilnisky and.Cole (1978),
and also discussed in Chichilnisky (1981, p . 179) . . - . , .
An Extension of the North-South Model
The North-South model presented earlier is now altered in a . rather
simple fashion . The change is in the specification of demand in the South.
Rather than assuming that the equilibrium level of industrial ,:,, demand- , in
the South is a given constant ; we assume~instead that inequilibrium,,wdge
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income in the South is spent on the basic good. This entails replacing
eqn. (A.17), i .e ., I°(S) = 1°(S), by the equation
PBBI = wL (A.17)'
This "North-South model 11" consists therefore of the same equations
(A.1)-(A.11) for each country, (A.12)-(A.16) and eqn. (A.17)' replacing
(A.17) . This is a total of 27 equations in 28 variables . The model has there
fore a unique solution when we determine one variable, such as the levels
of exports of the South XB(S), or of industrial demand in the North I°(N).
PROPOSITION 7 . Consider a North-South economy II, where capital
stocks in the South are fixed (K = K) and L = aw/PB (L = 0) . Then a
necessary and sufficient condition for an increase in exports to lower the
South's terms of trade, real wages, and consumption is technological duality :
c2/D < 2w/PB . When the economy is more homogeneous or wages are lower,
so that C21D > 2w/pB , the South's terms of trade improve as the South
increases its exports ; its real wages and consumption of basics increase. When
L =A 0, the necessary and sufficient condition is, instead, C21D < 2w/PB -}- L .
Proof. Consider the equation for the equilibrium volume of exports
XB(S) = Bs(S) - B°(S) . From (A.19), Bs = (c2L - a2K)/D and by (A.17)'
B° = wL/pa. We may therefore rewrite XB = Bs - B°, substituting for
L and K from (A.3) and (A.4), and obtain
dXe = a(c2/D - 2w/PB) Ldw/pa .
When L=0, the necessary and sufficient condition for dXB/dPB to be nega-
tive is c2/D < 2WIPB. When L 0 0, we obtain, instead, C21D < 2w/pB -}- L .
To complete the proof, note that the real wage is an increasing func-
tion of the price of basics across equilibria . This derives from the equili-
brium relation (A.22) :
w/pB = C21D - c,/pBD, which implies d [PB]IdPB = CI/PaD > 0
Finally, the consumption of basics is an increasing function of the
real wage across equilibria, since B° = WIPBL = a(wlpB) 2 -}- WIPBL by
(A.3) . This completes the proof.
The following proposition obtains results analogous to those of
.Proposition 4, but for the North-South model II : the model is now para-
meterized by the North's industrial demand I°(N) rather than the volume
of exports of the South.
PROPOSITION 8 . Consider a North-South economy II, where the capital
stock in the South isfixed (K = K) and L = aw/PB (L = 0) . Then an increase
in the North's industrial demand leads to an increase in exports and to lower
terms of trade, lower real wages and consumption ofbasics in the South, if
and only if the duality condition holds in the South, c2/D < 2w/pB. When
L 0 0 the condition is c2/D < 2wipB -}- L . Furthermore, if the rate :of profit
in the South is sufficiently low that r < a,1D, an increase in exports lowers
also total export revenues of the South .
The consumption of basics and of industrial goods increases simultane-
ously in the North provided industrial goods use little labor («Z(N) small), and
labor is rather unresponsive to the real wage ((%(N) small) .
Proof. Firstly we study the relationship between the equilibrium price
of basics and the level of industrial demand of the North. Since Walras'
Law is always satisfied in an equilibrium, pBBD + I° = wL -}- rK and by
Therefore, from (39) and (40), it follows that
dPB
djD(N) < 0
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i .e. an increase in the industrial demand in the North decreases the price.
of basics .
We have already proved in Proposition 7 that the necessary, and suffi-
cient condition for a negative association of export levels and the price of
basics is duality in the South : c21D < 2w1PB when L = 0 or c21D < 2wlpB+L
when L 0 0. Therefore since pH is negatively associated with I°(N),
these two conditions are also necessary and sufficient for an increase in
exports and for a simultaneous decrease in the terms of trade of the South,
as the industrial demand in the North increases . Since Proposition 7
showed that real wages and consumption of basics in the South both
decrease with the price of basics, this completes the first part of the proof.
Next consider the condition on profits, r < a,1D. Imports of the South
are given by
X,°(S) = 1°(S) - Is(S) - rK - (a 1K - c2L)ID = (r - at ID)K + (c,ID)L .
It follows that
dXD(S)IdPB = (r - ai1D)dK1dPB + (ci1D)(dL1dPB)
By assumption r < a,1D ; since dKIdps < 0 and dLIdpB > 0, it follows
that dX,°(S)IdPB > 0, i.e. the imports of the South decrease as the price
of basics drops, across equilibria . By the balance of payments condition,
total export revenues PBXBs(S) equal . the value of imports XD(S). There-
fore we have proved that export revenues fall . with a decrease in the price
of basics, across equilibria.
assumption pBB° = wL, it follows that
I° = rK= 14r2 -1- rE (A.38)
Across equilibria, therefore,
_dr 1_
dl° 2r14-+,? (A.39)
Furthermore, from (23), across equilibria
_dr -a2_ _
WPB D<
0 (A.40)
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Finallyi,under the specified conditions, the consumption of basics will
increase in the North following an expansion in industrial demand when-
ever.a2(N) is small and «(N) is small, as proved in Proposition 6 . This
completes the proof.
The North-South Model with Fixed Endowments
The last two propositions in this appendix consider economies with
fixed endowments, i.e. K = K and L = L(a = S = 0) . These propositions
were suggested by comments made by Ron Jones . Proposition 9 refers . to
the basic North-South model and Proposition 10 to version II of the
model.
PROPOSITION 9 : Consider a North-South model, withfixedfactor endow-
ments and a large labor supply L in the South. In this case, a move to a new
equilibrium withhigher levels of exports.always lowers the terms of trade and
export revenues of the South and also leads to lower real wages and consump-
tion of basics in the South '
Proof. When a = 0 and g = 0, the cross-equilibria relation (A.35)
between exports and their price pB is
_ (c2/D - wlpB)L - (a2/D +'TIPB)K_ IDIPB
Substituting w and r from (A.22) and (A.23), we obtain
Xa = (c,L - ajK)/DPB -f- ID(S)lPB
so that
which is always negative when L is large: Furthermore, as the price of
basics drops, the real wage, by (A.22), drops as . well . Also, the consump-
tion of basic goods, B° = (wL -}- rI? - ID(S))IPB, also decreases when L
is large, since the sign of dBDIdpB is dominated by the . expression
L(dw/pa)/(dPB), which is positive by (A.22). This completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 10 . Consider a North-South, model II with fixed factor
endowments in the South . Then a move to an equilibrium with increased
exports ofthe wage good leads always to a drop in the South's terms of
trade. It also leads to a drop in real wages and in the consumption of the
wage good in the South. However, in the new equilibrium, the South imports
more industrial goods .
Proof. In the North-South model II, we have
s _ wL -}- rI? - ID(S)
XB
-
(c2L
-
azl~)lD
- I Pa I
dXB/dpB = (a,K - c,L)/DPa = ID(S)IPB
Xa = (c2L - a2K)/D - WIPBL,
Xa = (c2/D - wlpB)r - a2KID
By substitution from (A.22) this equals
Xa = (cj1PsD)L - a2RlD .
so that
dXB/dpB = -c,LIPBD
which is always negative . Therefore, a move to an equilibrium with increas-
ed exports of the wage good leads always to a decrease in their price, pa .
By eqn . (A.22), w/PB = c2/D - c,/pBD, so that the real wage decreases and
domestic demand for wage goods, being BD =wL/pB=(c2/D-(c,1PBD))L
also decreases, as dBDIdpB = c,L/pBD > 0. We show finally that
imports of industrial goods increase. Consider the domestic demand for
industrial goods in the
	
South: in this case this is ID = rK. Since PB
decreases following the export expansion, the new equilibrium profits r
are higher, by (A.23) . Therefore industrial demand ID increases in the
South . However, since factor endowments are constant, industrial supply
Is has not changed . Therefore, the higher level demand of industrial
goods at the new equilibrium must be due to increased imports of indus-
trial goods. This completes the proof.
A Basic Program for Solving the North-South Model
We present here a program in BASIC for solving the North-South
model and the results of several computer runs that numerically reproduce
comparative statics propositions. These were produced by Eduardo-Jose
Chichilnisky . ..
Computer Code Names for the Variables and Parameter
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Variables and Parameters
(North and South)
Computer Code
. South North
a MS . _MN,
NS NN
(XI " A1 A3
ac, A2 ' ' A4
cl C1 C3
c, C2 C4
G LS L (not LN)
K KS KN
D DS DN
A AS AN
.Y VS VN
C CS CN
W WS WN
r RS RN
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Computer runs :
DATA SET INITIAL PARAMETERS
a at at c, c, L K . D
South 75 0.025 4.5 0.02 0.01 3 -2 2.7 13 .5
North 6 9.7 2 0.15 1.8 1.7 0.5 12 3.13
ID(S) = 400
RUN 1 ID(N) = 6.00 RUN 2 ID(N) = 7.00
SOLUTIONS: ENDOGENOUS VARIABLE
SOUTH NORTH
Run 1 Run 2 Run 1 Run 2
p3 3.252 1.721 3.252 1 .721
w 0.7232 0.3818 1 .194 0.3598
w/p, 0.2220 0.2218 0.3666 0.2090
r 0.3285 0.3308 0.4829 0.5565
L 14.65 14 .63 2.700 1.754
Ks 2.70822 2.70826 16 .683 17 .398
Bs 3.252 3.248 0.6667 0.1190
BD 2.297 1.443 1 .621 1.925
X; 0.9541 1.806 -0.9541 -1.806
Is 0.89189 0.8913 9.108 10.108
ID 4.00 4.00 6.00 7.00
XI 3.10810 3 .10807 -3.1081 -3.10807
c,/D - 2w(p, -0.2218 -0.2214 -.1901 0.1251
Variables and Parameters
(North and South)
Computer
South
Code
North
L Ll L2
Ks K1 K2
BD B3 B4
Bs B1 B2
ID 13 14
Is 11 12
X; X1 -X1
X,D X2 -X2
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Program Listing in BASIC;
1000 INPUT" SOUTMALPHA,BETA,Al,A2?";MS,NS,A1,A2
1010 INPUT "SOUTH:CI,C2,L*,K*?" ;C1,C2,LS,KS
1020 INPUT "NORTH:ALPHA,BETA,A1,A2?";MN,NN,A3,A4
1030 INPUT "NORTH:CI,C2;L*,K*?";C3,C4,L,KN
1040 LF2:TEXT:CSIZEI :LPRINT "PARAMETERS":LF1
1050 LPRINT "SOUTH:" ; MS;"," ;NS;",";A1 ;"," ;A2
1060 LPRINT TAB6;C1 ;",";C2 ;"," ;LS;",";KS:LF1
1070 LPRINT "NORTH:";NN;",",NN;",",A3;",";A4
1080 LPRINT TAB6;C3;",";C4;"," ;L;"," ;KN:LFI
1090 INPUT "ID(S)?" ;I1
1100 INPUT "ID(N)?;I2:LF2
1110 DS = A1*C2-A2*C1:DN=A3*C4-A4*C3
1115 IF DS = 0 THEN 1500:IF DN = 5 THEN 1500
1120 AS = NS*A1*A2/(DS*DS):AN = NN*A3*A4/(DN*DN)
1230 VS = MS*C1*CS/(DS*DS) :VN = MN*C3*C3/(DN*DN)
1040 CS = (1/(DS*DS))*(DS*(Cl*LS-A1*KS)+MS*C1*C2-NS*A1*A2)
1150 CN = (1/(DN*DN))*(DN*(C3*L-A3*KN)+MN*C3*C4-NN*A3*A3)
1160 J = CS*CN+Il +I2:K=J*J+4*(VS+VN)*(AS+AN)
1170 IF K < 0 THEN GOTO 1500
1180 PB = .(-J+VK)/(2*(AS+AN))
1190 WS = (PB*C2-C1)/DS:WN=(PB*C4-C3)/DN
1200 RS = (Al-PB*A2)DN:RN = (A3-PB*A4)/DN
1210 Ll = MS*WS/PB+LS:L2 = MN*WN/PB*L
1220 K1 = NS*RS+KS:K2 =NN*RN+KN
1230 13 = (AI*Kl-C1*LI)DS:I4 = (A3*K2-C3*L2)/DN
1240 B1 = (WS*Ll+RS*Kl-I1)/PB:B2= (WN*L2+RN*K2-I2)/PB
1250 B3 = (C2*L1-A2*KI)/DS :B4 = (C4*L2-A4*K2)/DN
1260 XI = B3-BIM = PB*XI
1265 LPRINT TAB6;"PB=";PB:LF2
1270 LPRINT "SOUTH:";TAB18;"NORTH:"LFl
1272 LPRINT TAB16;"W":LFl
1274 LPRINT WS;TAB18;WN:LFl
1280 LPRINT TAB15~WJPB":LFl
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1290 LPRINT WS/PB;TAB18;WN/PB:LF1
1300 LPRINT TAB16;"R":LFI
1310 LPRINTRS ; TAB18;RN:LF1
1320 LPRINT TAB16;"L";LF1
1330 LPRINTLI ;PABI8;L2;LF1
1340 LPRINT TAB16;"K":LF1
1350 LPRINT Kl ;TAB,18;K2:LF1
1360 LPRINT TAB16;"BS":LF1
1370 LPRINT B3;TAB18;B4:LFI
1380 LPRINT TAB16;"BD" :LF1
1390 LPRINTBI ;TAB18; B2:LF1
1400 LPRINT TAB16 : "IS";LFI
1410 LPRINTI3;TAB 18;14:LF1
1420 LPRINT TAB16;"ID" :LF1
1430 LPRINTII ;TAB18;I2:LF2
1440 LPRINT "XSB(S)=";X1 :LF1
1450 LPRINT"XDI(S)=";X2
1460 GOTO 1100
1500 LPRINT "DETERMINANT IS ZERO"
1999 END
Simulation of Comparative Statics Results .
Runs 1 and 2 above reproduce numerically,- the,results of Propositions
3, 4, 5, and 6 of this appendix, and Propositions 1 and .3 of Chich_ilnisky
(1981) .
The initial data shows that labor.i s abundant in the South («(S) = 75)
and much less abundant in the North,(m(N) = 6) . The duality condition
c2/D < 2w/pB is satisfied in both runs of the South. The North. has more
abundant capital than the South (R(N) = 9.7 while P(S) = 0.025' and
K(N) = 12 while K(S) = 2.7):':The level of duality is much higher: in the
South, D(S) = 13.5, while in the North D(N) =.3.13, .
In both runs, the industrial demand in the South ID(S) is equal to 4.00.
In the first run, the industrial demand in the North is 6.00 and it is in-
creased to 7.00 in the second run.
As proved in Proposition 3 of Chichilnisky . (1981) and Proposition,4
of this appendix, this increase in the value of ID(N)"has;the following gene-
ral equilibrium effects: Exports of basic goods in the'South, XB, increase
from 0.9541 to 1.806 ; the price of basics PB decreases from 3.252 to 1 .721 ;
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wages in the ; South decrease from 0.7232 to 0.3818, and consumption of
basics in the.South decrease from 2.297 to 1 .443 . As proved in Proposition
4 of this ,appendix, total export revenues of the South decrease also (even
though, export volume has increased) from 3 .10810 to 3.10807 .
These runs confirm also Proposition 1 of Cbichilnisky (1981) and
Proposition 3 of this appendix, since changing exogenously the export
volume Xa from 0.9541 to 1 .806 and leaving ID(N) to be determined
endogenously, leads to the same solutions of runs 1 and 2. Therefore, as
proved in Proposition 1 of Chichilnisky (1981) when exports of the South
;increase, in a new equilibrium the price of basics, real wages and con-
sumption of basics in the South all decrease.
Finally, these runs illustrate the results of Proposition 6 of this appen-
dix : following an exogenous increase in industrial demand ID(N), the
North's demand for basics increases as well, from 1 .621 to 1 .925 . Thus, an
industrial expansion in the North (a higher ID(N)) leads it to consume
more of both goods simultaneously, so that the North's welfare strictly
increases. _ The South, instead, exports more basics, at lower prices, and
consumes less basics at home. Real wages decrease in ,the South. Since
ID(S) remains constant, the welfare of the South strictly decreases .
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